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BUskus, DeWaal ·DfJsmo_l1cJ =V'~~I"$

_

The
annual
Charles
S.
Desmond · Moot
Court
competition was held the week of
· November 14 and was very
su_cce~sful.
lwe.nty
three
2-member teams participated in
the competitlon ."'.hich was judged
by over one hundred members of
the Buffalo legal communlcy. The
issues this year were the
constitutionality
of
anadministrative search conducted'
by investigators of a State Food &
Drug Commission, and the
valid.ity of a sentence imposed for
of
a controlled
possession
substance found during that
search. ·The finalists in this year's
competition were · Mike Buskus
and Ga;ry DeWaal, Jeff Licker,
and Andrew Cosentino.
The final round of this year's
competition was judged by a
stellar panel of jurists wbk:h
· Included former Chief Judge of
the N.Y. Court of Appeals Char_les

the:

S. De~mon.d, Judges : Jasen' and ·in iidditiori : to
sizi ~ : the
Jones, currently sitiing on the turnout, ~s the -gualify of"this
Court of Appeals, Judp Ellsworth year's: judgll)g p~e1,. Oespite a
A. Van Graafeiland of the secoric:r lack of Fai:ult;y in..erest and
Circuit Court of Appeals,'. judge response to-· student-run events,
Simons of the Appel~ Diyfsion- attorneys .and' J~dac;~ from the
of the State Supreme. Co1,1it, · and Buffalo Legal Community --made
Kenneth Joyce, ~ . Faculty an excellent· and enthusiastic
J\cfvisor of the Moot Court Board.>.. response to 1he' Board's request
The
final
round;~. of
the for •their pattlcipatien · in- the
competition ·· was '·• held
on event. This ·..,__opportunity for
Saturday, November>: 19, in the students at the law school to meet
Alden Moot Court 's-Room. The with and discuss issues with
~nners of the competition were practici!!I rndmbers of the bar is
·
generally looked . upon as one of
Buskus and DeWaal.
Members of the 8'listing boai:d the main •"reasons for the
·
were particularly ~ d by the ~opularity of the event.
size of the tum~ among the
After the final round of the
student t,odY thi}. -, year. Along competi~ion·:· on Saturday, the
with the Albert "'- Mugel Tax contestants'ahd a large number of
Competition,
ao~., interschool . the , judges inlhe competition,
competition r~n by the Moot including all the finals ju~F-S,
Court Board in the , Sprin1, the enjoyed themselves. at a cocktail
Desmond is the premier event in party and a banquet sponsored by
which the Board Is involved. the Board and funded by the
Particularly pleasing to the board, Alumni A_ssociation. Award~ were

-

Desmond finalists (I. to r:
Cotentlno). ·.'

given . at the banquet to Buskus
and DeWaal as winners of the
to
Licker
and
competion;
Cosentino as first runners-up in
the competition; Gary Papa as the
best oralist in the competition;
and Cosentino and Licker as the
. best brief writers in the
competition. The' highlight ·of the
banquet was a 51>9Cial presentation
made by the members of the
Board to Professor Kenneth
J<>Yce,
for
his
help and

• .,
1010-n

Opinion
John Lord O'Brian Hall
SUN';'/8, North Campus
Buffalo. New York 14260.

ndrew.. .
'·
-

participation in Moot Court
Activiti~s ov.er the years. Professor
Joyce was given a Gold Pocket
watch and told by members of the
Board that "he knows why". The
competition was ~ ·huge .success,
and the members of the existiog"
board will now. turn their
attention
to choosing . new
members for the ,next year's board
from
among
this
year's
competitors. . ;
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Mitchell Lecture

On Thursday night; November 10,
before .a -crowd of almost 300 students,
professors, lawyers and the interested
public, this year's Mitchell Lecturer,
Professor Yale Kamisar of the University of
.,. Michigan Law School, delivered his public
lecture entitled "A life not (or no longer)
worth living: Are we deciding the issue
without facing it?". After his one hour
presentation on the euthanasia .debate,
Professor Kamisar entertained questions
from the audience forabout 45 minutes.
The thesis of Professor Kamisar's
presentatiQn seems to have been that while
euthanasia, or the practice of mercy-killing,
seems very distasteful, it does in fact exist.
Kamisar argued that while it has been in
effect tolerated, -no legal standards have •
been supplied to guide the medical
profession or others in the resolution , of
this · vexing Issue. He ultimately advocated
the formulation of narrowly circumscribed
. criteria to al.l ow very limited passive
euthanasia, by means of, at some point,
dlscontlr1ulhg the medical effort to sustain
life where death is both imminent and
irreversible.
'
Kamisar
began
his
lecture
by
summarizing the details of the celebrated
Karen 'Quinlan case decided in 1976 by the
New Jersey Supreme· Court. Kamisar ·noted
that the Quinlan case "focused worldwide
attention on the need to relieve. the dying
of the constancy and' severity of the pain
and evoked n,uch syfnlMthY for the
pain~wrack~ -terminal canc:er patient."
In the Quinlan c:ase, the C.ta
M
to Ms. Quinlan's paren~• pa.a that her
doctors be allowed to "pull the plug" on
the artificial respirator ·which was
sustalnln1 her life.
Acoardloa to Klmlsar, Paul Armstrong,
~ attorney for Karen Qulftlan's parents,
had lndic:ated jn court that Karen's

opposite only nine years earlier. At that
under the most optimistic medical
time, affirming- the dismissal of a
diagnosis. A"'lstrong had maintained that,
rather· than terminating a life, the cessation malpractice action by [the parents of] a
of the "extraordinary means" of the severely effected child . .. because /Of the
~revent needless doctor's alleged failure to inform the
respirator wot,1ld
mother that her child would be born with
prolonption of the deJ~ process.
In reaching its decision, the highest birth defects, so that the mother could
court of New Jersey,, adverting to the obtain an abortioh, the New Jersey
privacy rights of Karen and her parents; Supreme Court thought it 'basic to the
hum.n condition to seek life and hold on
concluded that If Karen had h6r full me'ntal
faculties momentarily so as to enable her to it, however heavily burde d'."
Further decrying 'the ~'.~ w...- Jersey
to · assess her own plight, she would
certainly have · decided on euthanasia. The decision, he added that Quinlan case "may
concluded that since she coiltd not have provided euthanasia proponents with
make .,,,, decisions, her ~ t s , as .something that · has eluded them for
.guardians, were -..best able to make the ctec.s: the bridge between voluntary and
involuntary euthanasia; between -the right
decision for her.
«amisar sharply objectN to the to die and the rl~t to kill."
Kamlar then~ dlscu11ed what some
rationale of the. New J-y Supreme
Court, notfna lllaf
evidenGe adduced at ~dlcial "experts" had written about
•trial was Inadequate to lhow that ' Karen -'tt)e "51,ive (don't do anything more to save
the fife) versus active (direct termination of
wdlld have In fst made such a choic:e.
Kamllli' .W.C, a re,-.r to- die • the. life) euthanasia debate. Refetrlna to
Qnt_, decision: 1•1ndpcl, the New:)eniy · ~ t a noted theolOJlan, - Dr. Joseph
Supreffie ' Court's somewhat st'artffi'II Fletcher, had written about the same Issue,
condition had reachld a platear·fron:i presumption galnst lelf-prarvatlon is all Kamlsar concluded that "Fletcher's
Is that althou&ti psycholoalcally
whlc:h no Improvement beyond V911tative the more ramarkable when one recalls that
existence could be forthc:omlng, even this very same court assumed. ju~. ~e ·more :repelli.na. active euthanasia Is

mr,re1J-:-

mt

the

mesuae

essentially no worse than the passive kind
when the end sought is the same." In
contrast, Kamisar noted that _his view was
that "although emotionally or intuitively it
may be much more appealing, passive
euthanasia i essentially no better than- the
active, more direct, variety."
Continuing, he added that because he
was "dismayed at the degree to which
passive euthanasia is evidently ' being
practiced, [his] purpose in depreciating the
passive/active distinction is to get doctors
and others to rHxamine what they have
been lfoing passively and negatively and to
feel more uncomfortable about that."
He explained that he was convinced
"that passive and active euthanasia, should
be separated for pragmatic reasons .. .
Passive eutharasia should be tainted by the
active euthanasia movement [and] public
policy on 'letting die' should have to carry
the burden of a social judgment about
killing."
·
'
Realizing the difficulties of an absolutist
."no euthanasia" position,
Kamisar
conceded that some mercy-killing could be
justified. However, he asserted, it should be
of the "honest, straight-forward type."
To implem_ent his ideas on properly
limiting such killing, Kamisar declared that
"[t)he time has come to bite the bullet
and to establish rigid criteria and
appropriate · procedures
for
honest,
straight-forward euthanasia In very limited
situations. This would be a dirty business,
but it is essentially the lawyers' business.
Some doctors may not agree .. •
( E1.1thanasla) embraces the most
fundamental •moral, politgl and legal
questions, and If we lawyers aren't
well-equipped ·to solve· them, I don't know
who is better equipped. Now, we layers
don't relish the task ••. but if we shrink ·
from this task, we shall be like a famous
general who, (quoting from Felix S.
Cohen), objected to w• on the around
th~t It ruined the discipline of his army."

a

Letters to th~ Editor
New library Complaint System
To the Editor:

Law Review - A Forum for All
TO All STUDENTS
JURISPRUDENCE:

OF

THE
-

FACULTY OF · LAW
_

The enclosed Bitch Ticket represents a new means for patrons to
. voice their frustrations with the library. Bitch Tickets are available at
the reference desk. Persons who put their complaints in writing will be
given a written response from the library staff on the reverse of the
ticket. Completed tickets will be filed in a loo~leaf notebook at the
reference desk for everyone's perusal.
We would li'ke to print each complaint and response in the
Opinion. This, of course, is subject to available space and user response
to this new service.
Please fil)d enclosed our first complaint.
Karen L. Spencer
·Thank you for your support.
Audio-visual Libra;ian

AND

The editors of the Buffalo Law Review are interested in receiving
papers of outstanding quality written by students who are not
members of the Review. Although we realize that our primary duty lies
in assisting in the publication of articJes by those stl!_dents who j~in the Review, we believe that the Review is obligated to provide a forum for
all students of the Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence w,ho desire to
publish . We therefore take this opportunity to invite all students to
. read the Review's GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT ARTICLES, below,
preference in hiring but most law
and to consider submitting a manuscript. If you have ar,iy questions, 1. The Complaint
vacate the library.
please feel free to stop in at the Review office.
Due to budgetary constraints students prefer research jobs
The building is too crowded
with persons who this library is
we are unable to _maintain later provided in law school or with law
hours. This is true of all the firms. · As for a pay incentive,
Cordially, not and was not designed for.
The Editors Undergraduates· are noisy, restless
University libraries. Howev~r, we budgetary controls limit student
and space takers. They jre t hope to be able to extend library workers to a particular wage.
Although we may not agree
irresponsible and fail to maintain·"' '~hours during the exam period.
with the 60 to 65 degree
the study atmosphere.
,.
4. The Complaint:
temperature, we do agree that the
BUFFALO LAW REVIEW
· I realize that · I write in
Why
can't
more
xerox library is usually too hot or too
GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT ARTICLES
generalities but that is ali' tijat this
ticket enables me to do. I also machines be obtained for the cold. We have no control over the
library? All to often the lines of heating system but place frequent
Topic. The topic must be one that has not been exhausted by other realize that this is the only library
articles. The author should present a new approach to the ~ubject and available at the present moment people trying to use such complaints with the Maintenance
provide novel insights for the reader. Thorough and careful research is but as soon. as the new main machines are all too long. And, if Department.
The
extreme
mandatory.
library and UGL open I would the lines are not too long, it is temperatures play havoc with
like to see access to the law only because the machines are everyone's seal, to say nothing
broken ~ a state they are of the conditio of the books and
Form. Every manuscript must be typewritten (triple spaced), and library restricted (at least on a one
perpetually in. 11 /6/77
should have an introduction, a body ·with concise and informative semester trial basis). 11 /1 /77
microforms.
headings introducing each section, and a conclusion. All assertions
The current neating difficulties
must be documented, and the author must clearly indicate when he or The Response:
are apparently due to the fact that
The Response:
she is ·expressing an opinion. Every manuscript must be well organized,
The Law Library, in sympathy
T~
problem
of xerox the air conditioning was turned
and grammatically and substantively accurate. Footnotes must also be with the recurring problem of machines in the Law Library for off just before the November
typewritten, and in ·precise Blue-Book form .
overcro_wding has restricted the general users has a troubled heatwave. If you wish your
use of carrels amt conference history almost beyond · rational complaint to go further, call Ed
Procedure for submission. Manuscripts should be submitted to the rooms on the 2nd and .4th floors explanation. _No one is absolutely Doty, Vice President for Finance
Editor-in-chief who will assign editors to read them. Each manuscript to law students. Any law student certain of all the problems and and Management, at 636-2933.
·
must be accompanied by a bri!lf outline and_a statement of the author's deprived.. of .study space. in these how to deal rationally and
reasons for believing it. to ·be· suitable for publication . Any 'aut.h~r -areas has the right to assert him cir satisfactorfly . with ·them: Another : '
submitting a manuscript originally written as a seminar paper must herself and req4est ttiat non-law' effort will be made to improve the 6. The Complaint:
..p,~rwns, !$l~v~,.th1l~, arejlS:. , .
· situation within a reasonable
name the pr~f~ssor fo(w~om it '!'as written.
Would it be possible to keep
. ..
.
.
. Th~ tJndergraduaie ·Library is period of time. However, no the New York Times available for
reading for some period of time Follow-up. If the manuscript has s~rorig potential for publication, an schedule·d to move to 'Capen Hall ' promises are being madei
say 3/4 mbnths or a year - before
assigned editor will ineet With the author to suggest possible over · intersession. This will
improvements and additional work. IT is ESSENTIAL THAT EVERY hopefully relieve some of the 5. The Complaint
discarding them? I understand ·
· The Law Library should · be_· they are discarded immediately.
· AlJ1HbR-- "lf'NtJ£ l{StAflfD~ • 1li~f • 91rrfUALL
-All. corige'stion'.' ' • · · · · · .. '
MANUSCRIPTS REQUIR~ ·SUBSTANTIAL ADDITIONAL WORK
At that time, an effort will be open later on Saturday nights and 11/7/77
BEFORE THEY ARE PUBLISHABLE. In addition, the author is made to discourage use of the earlier Sunday, e.g. at 10 a.m. on
. respon~ible'. (or .any retyping ...i!5- well as, xeroxing costs ·that m:ay 1:,e Law · Library by persons not Sunday. Also, priority should be The Response:
I
necessary.
· ·
needing to use lelJill materials. giv~n to law-Students in hiring and
The library's policy on the
11/3/77
'
a pay incentive that would New York Times has been to try
encourage them to work late to keep it• for at least a week as a
Saturdays and early Sundays browsing ·item. Becau~f its high
2. The Complaint:
·
usage; ir literally falls apart or
No smoking rules in the library should be set up.
P.S. Is there any i.vay the disappears in a few days.
should be posted CLEARLY
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment 9n th~ co11tinued failure of the Law throughout · all . levels
In consideration of your
and library could be kept at a constant
· school administration and/or the University to provide the law school · ST RI Ct"LV
· EN ·F 0RCED. 60-65 degrees F?
suggestion, we will keep the Times
building with .directories., to iaform pe~sons-using 0'Brian-Hal~of just Smoking- is not'only annoying.and
as a reserve item for a week,
~ere ?ffices are _located. M~Y~:l.h~~~ a, ~ar:ticiJl.-r~y bad.~em~ ~ttt, . _un_ht:,al!by;_ii..Js. ~svAasf:ies ~U _. J:he-~ : ._... ._.•.. -., . ~- fe9!J!ri!'g.1.P- cards to circulate it.
I find 1t aggravating constantly having to trudge to the third floor to over stucty tables and carrels), and ' Due ·to· 6udgetar{·coristiaints ~ Thfs will hopefully -cut down on
find o~t ~~re a professor•~ office is, or where a professor's secretary '.s inconsiderate
(there
is no the library cannot open for long!,'r .the "misplacement" of the paper,
office 1s. V1~1tors from ou_ts1de the law sch~I are regularly confu~ as ventilation), and dangerous - hours on weekends. Also, - PVt . ~flit~ _it wiJI cut 'Clown on the
to where things are, especially when searching for non-law offices since books
are
FLAM MABLE! experience has indgted that free access at the same time..
, law students are often .1,mable to g_ive d_ir~t!ons either. .
~- ~_. "' . :11 (4/77 _ _ •
·-~
.-- Saturday nights • and Sunday
,; SP.Ke and practicality do not
In 1975 ~ask~dMr.W~lli:11wl\enW1:c';ltlldexpect~edjr'~torte~ :
! ' · -: ·~ : -;,
·: : · . · -: mori'lir;igs; are· toW:use.perjods .aird-· -1ff()W : us to keep the
for
to be posted in out hallowed'halt~ He informed ,me that directories had • TheJletp0n••·
•. · ~
· 'do not warrant the library being - ·longer periods. Part of the
been on order for a long time but that the cost was prohibitive,'and
There! All you_ hbrary users - open. ' However, we hope to problem
will
hopefully be
that the university was searching f~r something less expensive to use. I you have heard It from one of extend hours during the exam alleviated
when
Lockwood
.
period. ·
'
Library moves out to this campus
accepted that answer until· the time·_ that numerous signs, maps, your own~)
directories, etc. showed up on . the walls of Baldy Hall. How; fs it tha't_
New ~g~s have again. been
law
students are given . with its full collection of papers.
Baldy, which is far new~r than O'Brian, ·managed to ·obtain ttiese trial · posted. We can only enforc~ what
Vol me
N ber S
. •.
18' um
u
November 21, 1977
niMkers when 0'Brian is still waiting? If someone can afford to put we see. Please don't smoke in the
them up in Baldy, they can do so in 0'Brian.
library! ·
.Editon-in-Oiief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·, . _... Kim Hunter
This issue may
somewhat petty. I guess the reason it is so
-,..,, .
.
. •,• : • • • ; • · • • • • • • · • • · .. • • .•.•••.John SimlOII
irksome to me is that it appears to be another in a long line of 3. The Complaint: .
Editor ••..•.••.. ·• .••.•••••••••••• _••••• • • Becky Mitchell
examples o_f this University's insensitivity to the needs of the people it
Do you have to ·close so e~y?
Photo Editor ...•........•••••.......•••..•• Randi Ouwls
serves. Somehow millions of dollars can be found to build huge, It is now 5: 10 Sat. and I' am
Business
Mana,er ........•••.....•.....•.•..•. Ted fire1Ds
impractical · monsters like 0'Br.ii.n, complete with doors that don't locked -in here. 11 /4/77
,,.
Staff:. BJII ~ . Mike Buskus, Tim Cdunor~, SheryF Reich,
open. air conditipners which can't be adjusted in the summer, heaters
, ' •·
Michael Schwartz, Dwipt Wells, Jane Za,weln .. '
that blast ·in the· winter, wide-open - unused spaces, and overcrowed .The Response:
_Contrl~.t ~: Carole Gardner, Way~ L~kln, Nancy Peck·
lecture' hallS- Money can be found i:o pfant forests of nearly grown-up . The library cJoses. at 5 p.m. ·on
trees and lawns of ready.-made grass. But the money is awfully scarce Saturdays. Patfi)ns are requested
,<:o~yrlght J977, OPlt'ION, SBA. 111y re~bllcatlo11 of 11111terl~1 herein 11
when we need more ·staff In the library, competitive salaries for to leave at · 4:45 to f~cilitate
~strlc:tly . prohibited without the express wrlWln ·c:o;i•nf of die Editors.
professors, shelters to shield off the winds, rains', . and- blizzards closing- operations - t.e., picking · .o,iNION r1 published: every two w•ks; except for vacations, durln1 th•
common to these parts, and ev~ smaller things like directories to make up unshelved · books, ·turning · off · · ,acackmlc:- year. It -ls rtle student newspaper of the Stale Unl-.lty of New
York at Buffalo Sdlool of Law, SUN,Y ~I.AIJlherstCampus, .luffalo, N;Y.
It· a- litde •er to find things In' the building we're stuck ~ith: .1 lilhts, etc. Each floor Js checked
suppose we should be ·grateful for our beautiful, asthetic library and · . to notify- petsoM ~ l ~ ~brary. : ; 1.4260, the ~le!"'• ~~ad In this paper are not neceuartly llloa of the
Editd'rlal loard ,or Staff-of OPINJON. OPINION 11 l 11Gf1-9roftt o,pntzallon
not
for anythln1 more.
·
Is closlna. This Is done so earty • dllrd
elm postqe enlered at .uffalo, N.Y. Edlr«III policy of OPINION ~
enouati to allow persons to reach
delermlned c:olleclhely by the Editorial Board. OPINION Is funclld by SIA
B«Jty MltCM/1 . an · appropriate dlmax . in lhelr
from SIUclenl Law Fees. Composition: Unlwrslty ,,.. at tuffalo,

v-

O'Brien Oblivion

nmes

seem

a

'

actlvllles · before packln& up
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Sub-lolrcll,111~
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More (?) Letters

HERE.AT THE WESltRN NEW YORKER

California-Dre.amin~
-\
To the Editor:

sy·s=
. R.

This is in response to an article by 'Ms. J11yne Zanglein entitled "All
Rumors About .Schlegel True," -in the 'October 20, 1977 edition of
Opinion. The article was brought to my attention by none- other ~an
The Uniform Commercial Code
John Henry (Schlegel, that is, himself). Perhaps I should introduce ("UCC") is the final product of a
myself. I began law schooi two years ago at U.B., and through some major law reform task ~ied on
stroke· of luck (my last name is Schwar'tz) ended up in section three, by some of the ablest minds of
which at the time consisted of Katz, ·Lindgren, Schlegel and Bouncing the Legal Realist School of
Bobbie Gordon. Gordon is gone, as am I. I spent a year in law school American Jurisprudence. The
and then transferred to UCLA's graduate department of Code has been ad(>pted by
Kinesiology - Body Building School according to the four profs ·of old forty-nine st.ates, and has virtually
section three.
·
revolutionized the commercial
And now that you know from whence I obtained · the world.
presumptuous opinions that follow. . .
As with any living body of law
Katz is, as Ms. Zanglein noted, dynamic, cynical, and (witness Justice Dou~as), its
super-intelligent. But that's because he tries so hard. In fact, he tries obscurity is - obviated by its
almost as hard to be cynical as he does to be "very sexy to t!Je · flexibility in being readily made
~ females." It sounds_as if he's getting be~erat both as he moves closer meaningful in new contexts. It is
by way of this introduction that
to 40.
.
.
Gordon, no lc;mger there, was an a
ing person. McCarty has a we are proud to be the first to
bunch of nervous energy, but compare to Gordon, who would announce that Governor Carey
literally "bounce" ciff the pri_cks that Schlegel wrote (and writes) ·on, has recendy signed a bill which
he's closer to _th.e Ma.harishi Mahesha.Yogi. Gordon was so nervous that expands the applicability of the
just to be doing 5;0mething he would pii:k up and read a. Sheperd's. iJCC to family law. The Governor,
That's like reading only . the numbers in .the N.Y. Stock Exchange who has 12 children, said that he
report.
· .,
'
·
.·
was personally looking forward to
Ms. Zanglein is obviously .sexist. To come up with "Katz is sexy· to Article 9's provisions on bulk
the females" and fail to mention Janet Lindgren's effect on the males. sales.'
Ah, but then perhaps I assume too. much. No, -it cannot be that male
The family' law area has been
law students have changed so drastically. Certainly Lindgren hasn't.*** hitherto unecessarily afflicted by
Schlegel! What can be said:-What Katz failed to mention when tie a mire of confusing statutes, dirty
and altoaether
stated that "All rumors about Schlegel are true" was that the one third courtrooms,
of the rumors that are false would be true if Schlegel were the subject unpleasant results. It is i,eady
of them. Schlegel (what a name, but then mine is no gem either) had an hoped that with the expansion of
uncanny ability to say everything important in apposition and to the UCC into this area. some of
himself. Ms. Zanglein must surely have made an error when she stated those . high-priced lawyers will
his two favorite sayings. He could not have .changed so complet~IY: His start whi'pping the
into shape.
Though we think it is
two favortie sayings are "That's just plain Hogshit!" and "I don't give a
immediately obvious how the
rat's ass!" Truly a remarkable fellow.
•·
·
And so, there you have it. But don;.t take my. word for. it~ Ask· . Coile ·= wilt' -.-evarrip ··ihe · ·entire
someone from that section' three (1975). And, oh yes, Thank you .Ms. practice of family law, we hal(e
Zanglein for brin~ing back fun memories ... well, sorta fun, anyway. ~osen_ to explore the -~
it
,.'. • • ,:. , :-,.,., 1 •. ,-...., 1 , , ,.; ,·• ;
, ,,:
,. . ,•• . , , • .. , ., . ,;
•.
: ,. , ;, ,-:
_will_bring to ~ted ~ m the
., ... · . . • . , . ,• ,., .
David Schwartz, S1./NY~B ~ o( ~ivon:e; We would like to
UCLA <:,ompus Division add, ·by way of a ~ note,
tt,at ~ ~t_al, ~ ~ i p. ~f
Note: I have two comments to direct toward Mr. Sch;artz regarding . Karl and Soya is not the historical
his interesting letter. First, I am not a sexist; (You didn't think you fact upon which .the Code was
could really get away with labelling me a sexist, did you?) The opinions b~d, though we have heard that
in the article which I wrote were not my opinions and I do not take - Ruth Gordon was chosen to play
responsibility for any of them: It just so happens that ;none of the men the -lead in the forthc:oming film.
in section three listed "sexy" as·a wor4 tc;, describe Lindgren, and i;naoy
We will now discuss the Code
. of the femah;s did refer to Katz as "sexy.".
on Reconcilliation, Adultery, and
And as tp_Schlegel's two favorite phrases, l don't believe I'.ve heard AnullmenL
him say either of the two you have mentioned. "Wha~'s the Pl~intiff.'s
. When ~ individual comes to
problem?" is still number one, with "By and large . .." coming in for a you as all attorney and complains
close second. Perhaps things haw changed a ~it in your absence Mr. · of a failing marriaiie, the UCC
. Schw~rtz. Thanks for writing and best of luck in your "~y Building requir~ ~ t , you fQ!low c:er;lain
School!"-/./. .
_r~ncil~~to,y p r ~-~
(See
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"Letter of advice,"
3-701,
"negotialiof!," 3-202). Before this
is done, howeYer, it may be a
good idea to examine the
underlying
contractual
arrantement of the parties. One of
the big problems of the area is the
use of standard form contracts
with a great deal o~Cmall print.
Though the parties te~ to act as
though they were obli~ted only
by 2-206 ("Offer and acceptance
in the formation of a contract,",)
2-207 ("Additional terms in
acceptance/') and 2-205 ("Firm
offers"), there are certain things
about which the parties have no
flexibility. Unfortunately, this can
barely be found in the Code. See
"Security" - 8-102
"Ambiguous terms" - 3-118'
"On demand" - 3-108
"Duty to deliver" - 8-314
as
well
as
the
general
housekeeping provisions of Article
1.
That aside, i is important to
determine whether the parties
have in fact made a valid contract.
Was the promise unconditional?
(See 3-105). Remember that there
is only a limited duty of inquiry
(8403). If there is no valid
contract. your client may have an
action for the price (2-709),
clearly a lost-volume seller. There
is of course liability for
"lffl~Ution' · 11-103); ' fiut
·your party will have the burden of
proof of loss (~3).
·
.
If you detenn1ne that there 1s a
valid contnct, think about
~lmenL Was there fr.Jud?
("Warranties on presentment,"

serve
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3-417). Are there any procreative
disabilities?
See
"Unexcused
delay; _discharge;" 3-502; "Tim'e ·
allowed fj)I' -acceptance," 3-506;
''Satisfaction,"
3-603;
"Impairment of recourse," 3-606.
If there are no grounds for an
annulment, divorce
is your .
alternative. Adultery - Do you
have a holder? 1-201 (20)? Before
you do anything, be sure to look
at 2-722 for who can sue third
parties for injury to goods.
The gravaman of the complaint
is really conversion of the
instrument. (3-419). After serving
notice of dishonor (3-501 ), make
sure that you have evidence of
dishonor (3-510), and that the
accommodating party is available
(3-415). AVOID WRONGFUL
DISHONOR. (4-402). Also, be
aware of the doctrine of
construction
against negative
implications (7-105), a clear
departure from prior law.
If adultery isn't in the cards,
try cruelty. Cruel and Inhuman
Treatment :
Failure
of
consideration (3-408) is the best
tact.
"Improper
handling,"
(7-301 ), "Overissue," (8-104),
"Irregularity in issue," (7-401 ),
"Stoppage -of delivery"' (7-504)
(also
jlbandonment),
and
"Continuity
of
perfection,"
{9-303) are all available. Observe
the duty of care standard ·(7°204).
It is hoped that the above
'guide· will
·as·an example ()f
the ways in which the Code is not
only readily adapt.able to family
law, but how_, when we bring
commercial law into this field we
are finally rec:opizin1 how susiep·tible ~e area has al~ays been to it.
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Games for Section 3--~ •. ., .

·.·-._·Name·: yhat:·~Pr0f. and.:wha-t~s-Their Line
\

•

And now a ~tlon Ill Thanltsglvlng Quiz.
Which, of your four professors, freqwntly
. 1M ~ fol/owing phrases? NoR: This Mt
will be ·a good kid/cation as to how alert
you have been In dass these past few

months. ,

.,.
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•

•

•
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•
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•

•

-

•

•

1.Z ·.6. Z · 11_.(.._ 16, L -11.. Z . • .1 8_- ~ - : Youwilmakeap,dl~wyer,(or
2.S -7..L 12,s_. n ; z,_ -22; s. .. - . if you~ this ~~t to~ IIOl'ISfflse
12. "BLAH1 BLAH, BLAH,-BLAH!"
· 3.K . 8r S · 13.-~
_ _ 18. s .23. z. .
~d ~
. \ferbiaae of everyday class, Y!>U
l3..''T....t's ootCOQI!" ,
are unlikely to fall asleep at trial.
4..l. 9. Z · 14. K . 19. K
14. "????"
· ' ·
. 2~ or over - Back to zero. Th~ ~ only
S. Z 10. K 1s. s 20. L
15. "Go away!"
.
2;3 questions! Wake up!
16. "You're riiht, ypur argument makes

11 •.-• ~ , that ;s useful/'

sense."

t

:

, •• .. •

•

· 1. "Right Mr: Winn? Say 'Yes'."
17. ''Thin~_like that just don't happen in QUIZ ANALYSIS
Adiltional Announcements
2. "How are we going to make this thing Buffalo, wbFr~ life is cheap!"
. Professor Schle(lel's Section II f"ield
fly?" ·
; .
18, "Bye class!" ..
.
Qaclfts Analym: (iwmbcr of PIIRCt trip to~ Buffalo~oohasbee~~led.
3. "~ wouldn't be ~ere. if I thought ,i.~.~9: '.'Wh~t ~ you !Jlink about Mr•.• .'s answen):
..• .
. Professor Konefsky is_ in . ~tical
couldn'tJeamsornethingfrom you." '
·
q1,1~tion?" ~ . : .
o-, -=- You,1 do .well on the f"inals, for ~citi9" at .the Buffalo Good. Samao~ 4. •1let's take a step backwatd~.,, •
. . ,•. 20~"I had asked·you, when last we met, to you'R men intemted in submnc:e than in . l;tospital
after
having, . - swallowed
· nonsense. ·
5. "Alright now, Mr. Shapiro •• .''
1
.~sider •.. "
· ·
.
· (lenglh-wise) his number 2, monopmed
6. '.' Readthegqd~a~if~!'.' _ ·.. ': •· ·.: ·. ~(··~~tyou'ie ·~ny saying is : ._.., .
6-11
Slldldy aware of. .YQUr , IQII pencil. Get well cards ,nay be
, enviftJnmeftt' 111d. able to stay awake. You addr:es~ to "Deep Throat." ~ .o f. tbe
7. "Lei i:n~ . fl.old ..th~ ,question fpr -~ .22, ~'What's this.case all about?''
moment.'' · . · ,
·
,,. , ·, • -, · ·, ,. 23. "Do 't'<Jt.l really want to•say thatH" . • , • would. ·do · well . ID pursqe a' Qff/lef -~ .a fomaid named hospi~I.
.
. ..
1
8. "What's the plaintiff's proMem?" ,,. : · ' · · · • :
• · , • • '
: • :
• .. ~
• •
•
tuching Civil f'rocedln.
.
.
.
Tbe Buffalo Police Dept. is .,.-.ntly

~

9. • ~ really
anyofw:
su.at;st
a. ~~edy?
anybody
care?
Is there
anybody , 1_n . ··• · ·. ··· . , ' · · · · • · ·
• ·
·
.
this room?"
S=Schleael,·. L=Lindgr.en,
10. (to student asking the question) "Wei!, ANSWERS:
what do you think~_"
~=K?~f~k'f'.,

~9'~iz:

,. .. -

_.ify ·-Quite-:'-~

12--f~7 to lme your initials1riviali~
You .hokinar.rotessor ~~slivingroom walin
e(IShrined next a1stody at the Oty Jail, pendina
ID· those of ''JS" in the hallowed hall of prosecution for indecent exposure and
Aoonl 108 (or ~ t to ''Spiderman" should intoxication
(i.e.,
the
wall
was
,-,u ~ lonJC ID such lewis).
"plastered").

.....,,._.

Mltchell Fellow ·l ecturer:

.

.

MacKen21e ActtessEis lnadMU(Jcles of Hgh Court Rep<>rJlng
.

.

by Kim Hunter

-

LOCAL COVERAGE OF THE COURT sµ)RED
I THE EFFECT OF THE PRESS
MacKenzie then stressed the importance of .bringing
One of the 30 or so members of the audience wanted
"It's a cl05Hlp view. The journalist does the same the decisions of the Court home to. the people and to know if MacKenzie thought that the. press had much
things the justices are doi11g; you use the exact, same despaired of the current dirth of reporting at the local effect on Court decisions. His ~ply was that In ~
involving th·e press itself, the P>tJrt was ~ry re,ponsi_
~ to ·
level.
·
information and materials."
"Wherever you live," he $.aid, "you just_don't .have:to ~ t the press wanted, but that in other areas the~
These _i;emarks were ~ by John MacKenzie, a
Mitchell Fellow and former Supreme Court reporter for take the covera,e that you are getting. Bring pressure on had only as mucnimpact on the Court as the Court itself
..
.
The Washington Post, in his lecture entitled·."A Journalist's the editors - shame them into paying atten•t ion to Court permitted, for the most part.
.
.
To illustrate his point, • Mac!'enz1e referred _to-; the
View of the Supreme Court," given at the Law Scl)ool on activity." "
He contin~d in this vain, saying: "It's disgraceful current public debates going on with respect to the Boltlte
Mondly, November 14.
when local counsel and a local problem get all the way to · reverse discrimination case. The Court ~Id have • d
COURT COVERAGE AS A CAREER
the Supreme Court, and the local newspapers don't even oral ar1Jmerits on the case last term, but_1t~ to have .
Mac~zie, now a Visiting Professor at the N.Y.U. follow it up."
.
purposely refrained from taking any action on this~ so ·
School of Law and an editorial writer for The New York
MacKen~ie pointed out th~t m(,)St decisions affect that arlJment had to be delayed· until the current term.
nnws, pointed out that press covera,e of the law and the everyone and that it is quite .easy to come up with a local This allowed the Court to ta~e ~vantage ~f . all the
courts was not viewed as a specific field or vocation "angle" for any given story as long as the paper is willing arguments, pro and con, presented in the media ~ r the
requiring some specialized knowled,e and training until to do a little investigating.
.
pas~ few months.
.
Anthony Lewis began to assert himself in the area in the •
While describil"!i ,hi~ return to Buffalo as ";i rootsy
In passing, MacKenzie not;ed !ha~ the Supreme ~ r t
19SO's. Lewis, with his background as a. Pulitzer experience" and noting that he has a "soft spot for this· is presently a very popular instituti<?" and that it has
Pl-ize-winning journalist, won a Neiman Fellowship for his town," he was· terribly disppointed with The Courier created an "aura of legitimacy" for itself .over _the past
work and chose to go to Harvard Law School on it. lie Express~Nyquist v. Mauclet, 53 L.Ed.2d. 63(1977); see years. MacKenzie posited that if you asked people whether
then went on to create one of the best law-related also Opinion, Vol. 18, No. 3, October 20, 1977). the Supreme Court should decide the S,ltke case at all, the
MacKenzie happened to be in Buffalo last June on the day overwhelming m_ajority of ~ose asked W?"I~ say yes. ~e
columns, as a reporter for The New York Times.
MacKenzie himself was also to spend time at Harvard when the decision was handed down. He noted that The Court often waits to decide controversial issues until it
make a
Law as a journalist. At the Post~ expense, he spent a year Courier had only three paragraphs on the story -and perceives ·that the public wants the Courts
there from 1964 to 1965. He termed this opportunity a characterized this as "lousy, • sloppy journalism" and decision one way or the other and -~esolve the issue once
"very useful device to program study towards journalism."
and for all.
He stressed that, for a journalist following the
11 SOURCES FOR THE PRESS
Supreme Court, the important thing to learn about the .law
In response to a question on what sources other than
is the "way the Court divides jurisdiction · between state
the record, case law and oral arguments, a reporter
and federal systems and between agencies and courts."
following the Court would use, .MacKenzie said that such
Understanding the procedural devices used by. the Court to
reporters often talk to the Justices themselves and to their
avoid making decisions, and the issues involved in their
law.clerks. _Of course, neither the Justice nor the clerks will
use, are often more relevant today from a media analysis
talk about · cases presently before the· Gourt, but it is
point of view than being familiar with many issues of
sometimes possible to predict how a decision will go ~ d
constitutional law. The trend of the Court in recent years
on their di§4:ussion of J)a$t cases. l-lowever, MacKenzie
has been to narrow the scope of its activities, especially vis
noted that there seemed to be · a higher incidence of
a vis the state cpurts, as evidenced by such cases as
"leaks" from the Court now -than there has ~p in the
Younger v. Harris and its progeny.
recent past.
Much of MacKenzie-'s talk was rambling and not_
always to the point, · bot' It -w& also •splced'with ·anecdotes' ·
and ras:cinating details about the Supreme Court as a whole
111 PROTECTION FROM THE PRESS
and the individual Justices. MacKenzie mentioned that a
Another area of discussion· centered on the
lot of the impetus to improve the status of Supreme Court
accountability of the
and the . possible tl'IJClry to•
coveraae was due to' the effocts of Justice Felix
public fi~res ' and · institutions, 'and ·private lrid/Yicfuals as
frankfurter, who had been pushing the New Yark Tfmes
well. MacKenzie is not worried about public.. institutions
and the Washington Post to increase their court reP9rting. .
and political people; they can protect· themselves as fas as
~The strong .relatlooship -b e ~ •fnnkfurter *and '. -Lewis
MacKenzie is concerned. But the "little" guy 5hould be .
was responsible for the Times• increased coverage of the
protected from real injury by the press, because he lacks
THE DIFFICULTl~S OF COURT COVERAGE
Court and law-related matters, according to MacKenzie.
MacKenzie then turned to a discussion of some of the the resources to battle the press effectively in Pfi:>tecting
In spite of all this, MacKenzie warned his listeners that
-.'you can't train for a career in legal journalism" since the problems that a Supreme Court reporter has, to solve. One his rights.
opportunities in · the fiel~ are somewhat limited and such is how to fit the timing of CQurt de~isions into newspaper IV JUDICIAL FIGURES AND THE PRESS
jobs are offered by chance whenever there happens to be deadlines. In the past especially, the Court tends_to hand
down a whole lot of decisions in the space of a few days,
MacK~nzie was also asked about the relationships of
an opening.
.
making life imp·ossil:ile for the reporter. Mackenzie recalled controversial figures on the Court with the press; SOIOOL DESKS FOR THE\PRESS
that the Court filled a whole volume of the Supreme Court specifically he talked about fortas and Haynsworth.
MacKenzie went on to describe dfe actual, physical
Official Reporter on one single Monday with all of lhe MacKenzie remarked that situation of these two men
courtroom experience of Supreme Court reporters. Some
decisions that it handed down on that day.
proved what disastrous consequences can ,.result from
years ago the desks for the press corps were situated
· MacKenzie said that it is easier now mechanically to having a bad image and a poor rapport with the press,
literally under the noses of some of the Justices. These
MacKenzie also talked about Justice Goldberg and
Cover the Court and that, while Burger has no great love
desks are the old wooden type used in many public school
for the press, he- has _tried to keep in mind the difficulties how ·his political ambitions led to his r~gnation from the
systems prompting Buffalo born and bred MacKenzie to
of han_dling all this material when decisions are released, -~ urt in spite of his considerable abili.ties as lawyer and
rec_all both happy and unfortunate experiences of his days
spreading them out over a. few da,ys.
. .
,,. as · a: ")u<Jie. While on the subject of judicial ambition,
in the Buffalo Public School system. Pneumatic tubes have
_Newspapers, unfortunately, are not geared~ the time MacKenzie told an anecdote about how he obtained a
been installed where the inkwells used to be in •these desks,
not, acc9rding to ~scoop frOf!I Justice Stewart as to his interest in becoming
frame of t~e Court. Editors
allowing a reporter to dash off a story right in the
MacKenzie, hke to devote a whole lot of space to Court Chief Justice. Stewart was eating lunch in the Court
Courtroom and then send it down to the press room in the
decisions. just because they all came do~ i_ni° one d~y • cafe~ria and MacKenzie asked him why he wrote to Nixon
basement of the Supreme CourJ House through these
Ma~Kenz1e also not~d- tha~ newspa~~s don t hke_to pnnt saying that he was not interested in the thief Justiceship:
tubes.
articles on_Court dec1s1ons 1f the dec1S1ons were made more Stewart candidly replied that he had promised himself not
The close proximity ·of the press to the Justices had
than a few days earli~r bec~u~ the_"press is too 'into' the to have ·any further ambitions when he accepted a position
always been a matter of concern to some of the Justices.
today and ' ye~terday time frame." This. meal'_ls that on .. the Court ancf that he thought that Justices who tiad·
MacKenzie described the experience of having a direct eye
reporters a~e forced to choose only a few of the cases that already been on the Court for a while made bad Chief
contact with Warren Burger after he became Chief Justice:
may be decided ~n one day as subj~ts for their articles. · Justices. Later on MacKenzie learned, much to his chagrin,
"Burger would look down at you as if to say: 'What the
Also, after knocking yourself out to wade through all the that the only reason Stewart had told him his"reasons was
hell are yciu doing here?' " After Burger was Chief Justice
material that became available at one time arid producing ~ause he thought MacKenzie wasa law clerk to one of
for one term, the press desks were suddenly moved further
the e<.l!for wants to know the Justices. MacKenzie noted with some humor that he
an article for the next edition,
into the courtroom and the shape of the berich was
is what you ·will have for him/her after that: All yo8 warit never saw Justice Stewart in the cafeteria after that.
changed to a curve so that the Justices could hear each
to do -is recover from the previous day's efforts.
·
other ~tter and communicate more easiliy .
To top it all off, MacKenzi~ concluded that even more
. V1LAW CLERKS COURT INFLUENCES
Every so often the O'lief Judge holds an interview
mis~kes are made in th~ !'ledia a~alysis of Court decisions
Finall_'t', Mac.Kenzie answered a question on the
wilt, the Press ~ps assigned to the Court on what he calls af~e.r current 1_1ews clea~hnes are long past. Cases ii.re o ~ . ~moont o! influence that .law clerks have on · Supreme
"w•s, hours, and working condition." MacKe,nzie
m1s1nterpreted when they are referred to years, 1-!ter .-id Court decision-making. -He felf that for the most part
recounted how, at one such session, Burger proposed
when the re~rter_' involve~ usu_ally has · r_nore time to clerks had little influence on the actual declsldns made by
putting the press in their own separate glass booth in the analyze the decisions she/he 1s discussing.
the Justices ttiough many Qf them seem to
their derks.courtroom, ostensibly so they would be able to call in
soundina boards on whlcjl to lest their a,auments.
stories without disrupting the proceedings. Questioning
.. ,
, . ,Qt:JESTIONS A~ ANSWE~ }
·
Where c i t ~ ~ to 1et too much of the upper hand is·
Bu,aer's motives, Mxt<enzie asked the Chief Justice ' if
. In ~ ~es~lon-an~~. period aft:,r liis lecture, in opinl001io~ch M&Ken,.z!e felt-wai .too often full
'"there would be any air in the booth." Burger, unamused,
he ~ p t ~
present of law revl~ . . .lea.and
verbfap. Althoup
MacKen~ie was asked
replied that there would be, but, as yet, no action has been . Supreme Court was ptiftl fewer petitions for.certiorari 1"' Jusdc:es~°Yadi'91clolhls st&te ofaffaln, Mld(enzle
gken on tnis 1dea. Aa:oNlin& t..o MacKenzie, his wife has in criminal cases, especially from those convicted of c:rlmes feels that It Is tiue ·ind "that 1he Justices should exercise
speculated that such exchan~ may be- "'911BA5ible for
in st&te courts. Mackenzie responded that he thouaht more_control In the ·declsfon-wrltina area.
MacKenzie's feeling that the Chief Justice is not overly there wan definite trendto let state convic~onsstand and
Further dlsamfons were then held at a sti«ry · hour
fond of him.
that this would mean less petitions ~ e wanted.
following the question and ans~ MIiion.
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Ewry Y•r:, the law school recelvis requests for Information obolJt

by Bill Brooks

In those instances when a defendanCrequests a
jury trial, the magistrate court still plays an
students. As a general matter, student record· data 'is not disclosed
outslckl of 1'le' law school ·without tfie · consent of the individual ··
On·- November , l5, Mitchell Fellow Winifred Important role in the criminal process, serving .- a
student, as tequi~ed by the famlly:Edu'cationill Rights and.Privacy Att Cavenaugh spoke on -th~"lnvolvement -of the Lay body very similar to that of~e Grand Jury in the
(FERPA). However, the statute_ creates a limited exception for Otiz'en In the Administration of Criminal Justice." United States. The prosecution presents its case and
"dlrecto!')' .information," which is de!lned to lndude "naine, address; Althouah the talk was scheduled for room 108; it the defendant rebuts the prosec;utlon'satguments. If
telephone listing; date and place of fl,:th, participation In officfally was moved to the faculty lounae when a larae cro"!Vd after both arguments enough material~s presented in
recoplzed activities . . . ~tes of attendance, and degrees and awards ·failed · to materialize. ·Ms. Cavenaugh , became· a which a reasonable jury could convict, the case is
member of the bar-in England in 1964, after serving then scheduled for trial. If not, the case is disml55ed.
r~lvid •. .'-' ·
·
·
All non-jury trial cases are decided the same day - ·
The law s'c:hool plans to allow limited . disclosure of student a number of years as a lay magistrate.
directory information ·(usually only. name, ·address · and year in law ·
The English criminal justice system-•is 'divided the defendants are brought before the lay
school) to bar associations and to-law book publishers. If you do not into the Crown C.Ourts an.c;I C.ourts of the Lay magistrates. Appeals however, concerning questions
wish .to have your direc~ in(ormatlon in_cluded In
lists, please Maglsirates, althoultl all criminal cases, ,except for a of law or the sentence are still available to the
leave a ripte in Room 312 st.atini your desire to have your name few, e.g. theft, begin at the ' C.Ourt of the Lay de(endant. Ninety-eight per cent bf criminal cases·
Magistrates. The court is composed of a clerk who end on the magistrate leve(. Statistical- studies
exduded, no later than December 10, 1977. ·
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act provides students - handles all issues of law and three lay jurors who indicate. that except for sex offenses in which the lay
with additional rights con'cerriing the use of their academic records. serve as fact-finders, but who have a greater role in · mqistrates. tend to convict more readily than a jury,
Students inffi!sted in. learning more about these rights should oonsult the trial' than the ·American -j1,1ry. Ms, Cavenaugh one's chances of.being acquitted or neither increased
· emphasizect that the lay · magistrates -can take over or _decreased by accepting a trial before the lay
20 U.S.C. S1232g and 45 C.F.R. Part 99 in the law'library.
r.
. the questioning of the defendant and
times the magistrates,
participation · of the lay magistrates , will -be
WAIVER REQUESTS .
determinative of the outcome of the trial.
The Lord Oiancellor makes all appointments to
ST-"NDARDS FOR ACTING ON WAIVER REQUESTS
In -Birminghani'where Ms. Cavenaugh hails from, the magistrate courts. Although at one time
BY STUDENTS WHO HA VE BEEN DECLARED
350 lay magistrates sit -in 19 to ;20· courts per day patronage played a substantial role in the
, - ACADEMICALLY INELLIGIBLETO
and handle 500,000 criminal cases a year. Of the appointment process, since World War II patronage
,, REMAIN IN LAW__"SCflOOL
• 350 lay •magistrates, only 3 are lawyers. The rest are has ceased to be a factor in th~ appointment proce-s~.
housewives, doctors, -parsons, truck drivers, teachers, A list .of qualified P,eople is made available to the
A petition for waiver filed by a student who has been declared etc.
Lord Oiancellor by a local advisory committel',
academically ineligible to' continue · in the law school must be
When a case is brought before the. court, a although in order to be appointed a person m, t
·c onsistent with Court of 'Appeals requirelT)ents {i.e., must be in accord defendant is given the choi~ of having a jury trial or personally know a member of the adviS<
with residency and credit-hou( standards) and must demonstrate that a trial before three lay magistrates, ~ith the. few committee. The result is th~t many qualified pe, ,e
the failur.e to meet minimum requirements was a result of unusual or exceptions previously noted. Three quarters of the have little or no chance of being appointed. .
extraordinary circumstances preventing or interfering with normal defend.a nts accept a trial before the lay magistrates.
The aim of the appointment process is to place
academic performance, including but not limited to:
Such a choice is easy to understand when ·one sees in the magistrate courts people ·with a wide variety
(1) Physical or mental illness sufficient to interfere with academic ' how .the alternatives are put to the defendant: "You of lifestyles and experiences. /!is such the cou~ts are
performance;
can have a jur:.y trial at the next crown court or you composed of magistrates from all walks of life and
(2) Financial hardship sufficient to require employment which can have a trial before the lay magistrat!ls today." _all ·income levels. The result is a system of criminal
interfered with academic work; .
justice in which a speedy trial is a reality.
With such a system, who needs plea bargaining.
_(3LPersonal problems such as family deaths or illnesses, marital
difficulties, and the like, if it is demonstrated that the condition in
..~.<-.• TJi~ SUNY/B~falo .School
La.w -preaents . _. - .. ,
question is temporary and not likely to interfere with future academic
performance.
·

these

many

of.

ofi~

Fqct~fl .fWRrlfJI ,qm'}t,
,_w91vec..~ . ;' \
. . r. -~ ·, \ •
~, ~';.
" • ,,(1 t ;-,r.~c5e~.; .\n., ·JJle ,.11A~..Af. a-.fJvo~~!ll .~\'.a.luat,ons ~
recommendations from law faculty members who are familiar with the ·
applicant's capabi_lities ~~ per,fqrma,:ice• .
~
~
.(2) Presence in the , fll!) of independent documentation of the
conditions asserted as a basis for waiver (e.g.~ physician's. statements,
financial and employment records, and the like). ...
{3) A transcript reflecting a .general trend toward improved
academic performance in law school.
.
·
·
(4) Presence in the· file of documentation that the applicant has
brought to the attention of responsible faculty or administrative
officials the con~itions which 'have resulted in poor performance, in a
.timely fashion - that is, before the conditions have resulted in "D" or
j

, ,

.

·~

, • •

,

..

,

"F" grades.
. . ·
.
(5) A reasonable likelihood that the stud~nt, if allowed ' to
continue, would be able to meet law school and_Court of Appeals
residency, grade, and.credit hour requirements;

A Seminar ·& 'Recruitment
~~·:~·;:·'~: ~:_./1/nJormati:on,·Session o~..
The ~egal Serv.i,ce,.. .C orp., .I nc. .•.,_..
/

December 2, 1977

Kiva Auditorium, Baldy Hall

.
The Legal Services Corporation is a private, non-profit organization, created and funded by the
Consress to ' provide legal ·assistance to the poor in non-criminal matters. ·A m~or priority of the
Corpdration is to obtain from the Congress sufficient funds ~ that new programs may be established
where none now exist, and so that existing programs may be strengthened to serve more adequately
. the geographic areas they cover. The Corporation will soon begin to recruit hundreds of June 1978
law.graduates to staff offices throughout the U.S.
·
On Friday,_December 2, 1977, the Law School will present a special seminar and recruitment
information session on legal services. The seminar will include a panel discussion of the Corporation, a
review of current prpgrams and a question and answer period. Employment information will be
available. At the conclusion, a coffee- hour and sherry reception will be held in the faculty lounge.
Legal services lawyers for the Erie County and Mqnroe County Bar Associations will attend the
reception to informally discus,s their work with conference attendants.

·l:15-2:30

Welcome & l~troduction of Panelists - Asst. Dean, Jay C. Carlisle, D
Peael Oillcuaion - Prof. Manball Breger, Marilyn Zahn & Varetta Woodard

1:00-1:15
2:30.:,1:00

Question ·& Answer Period

3:00-3:15

Coffee Break

3:15-1:~
4:00-5:00

Recruitment Information - Varetta Woodard

Sherry Receptjon - Faculty Lounge

LaW-School Talent Show
People are needed to help coordinate, organize, and/or perform. If you sing,
dance, take apart rifles, citKheck .in a neat way, want to ~ a skit with
classmates about that particular someone who has been tormenting vou, here
is your chance. Many faculty members and students have already indicated
t~r interest in taking part.
-:
. Students, staff .and faculty are requested

to

leave a name and number a,;Kt

: ~ i -~iption of what you or your group will be doing, in Room 312 _
. aJ1d/or the Opinion office. Emcees, stage band personnel and people with
iome ~ f t ,xperlence are needed. The lhow will take place sometime in .
lat8' February, 10 ewryone has plenty of time to prepare his/her, them/their
·act. We are 1110 trying to' locate a suitable hall for such an evening - all
suggestions would ba appreciated.
Opinion No~mber '~J. 1977
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APPC APPROVES NEW ELIGIBILITY PROCEDURES
by Becky Mitchell

The rationale for changes in student who accumulates a total felt need to encourage such extend the number of credit hours
procedures is "timing problems" of four (4) or more unsatisfactory collaboration in a more organized in the "Lawyer's Role in
created by the lateness of grades will be given administrative way. The proposed Center would NegoJiations Course" from three
semester grades. The
new review by the APPC, and provide
an
institutional tofour.
·
A proposal. from Professor
procedures
provide
for counseling, if recommenaed, as framework, a budget, a physical
to, recognize
the
administrative review of students soon as grades are available. location for contact meetings, a .Kaplan
who have received two (2) or Students who receive more than staff, a capacjty for sponsorship, a completion of a concentration in
conv'eying state and local government law
more unsatisfactory grades during six (6) unsatisfactory grades will network · for
their first semester of law school. be declared ineligible to continue information, and leadership to with a certificate was approved
interdisci'plinary and sent to the faculty for its
The committee may require that in the J.D; program. They may facilitate
asuncdh/pl rstutadkeentsnoremceoivree tchoaunnsethrrineeg petition the APPC for readmission . interaction. The Dean submitted a approval.
unless the seventh unsatisfactory mem·orandum outlining the·
Professor 'Katz presented a
courses during
the second grade is rece'ived during the rationale for such a program and a memq,randum outlining a course
organizational he intends to offer in place of his
semester. No one will be declared semester in which the student proposed
ineligible to continue at that time, expected to graduate, in which framework to the APPC for "stealing" seminar in the spring of
however. Students will finish their case the studept may directly comments and suggestions. The 1978. The new 'seminar will be on
the
faculty
for proposal .would then be submitted the subject of balancing and will
second semester and be evaluated petition
to the Baldy Committee and other focus on the decisionmaking of
when spring grades become readmission, or graduation.
Normally students declared law faculty committees for Justice Powell. Professor Schlegel
available.
proposed · several adminj,?trative
Those who receive four (4) or ineligible to continue after the review..
Grading ambiguities in the research projects which will be
more unsatisfactory grades in spring or summer session may not
their first year of law school will be readmitted until the following Special Assistance Program were discussed further at subsequent
be declared ineligible to continue. spring semester. Students declared discussed next. The extra hour's APPC meetings. He proposed an
of
possible
Normally, such stuctents will not irieligible when fall grades become credit in each subject received for examination
be permitted to register for classes available may request provisional completing tutoring requirements differences in the records of
in the fall after their second registration ~uring the spring and during the first year of law school students who have taken five
semester. In the absence of special must petition the APPC for ' presented a problem with regard courses, instead of the normal
circumstam!es, such studen.ts will readmission if they wish to to grading. No credit is to be four, 'during their first year of law
not • be readmitted before they continue the following fall received if the student does not school to see whether the rule
satisfactorily complete
this requiring prior administrative
have completed a one-year leave semester.
approval for a five-course load is
The next order of business at req'uirement.
of absence.
Another problem discussed by necessary.
Students may petition the the October 12 meeting of the
·schlegel also proposed a study
APPC for
readmission.
If APPC concerned the use of Baldy the APPC is the lack of letters
substantial improvement is shown Endowment funds· to establish a evaluating student achievement of the effects, if any, of faculty v.
between the first and second Law and Social Policy Center. The accompanying many asterisked student-taught writing courses,
semesters, provisional registration Baldy - Endowment exists for the grades. 1 Ttie purpose of the • is to and an examination of the
of
encouraging denote theexistenceofaletterin possibility that bar exam figures
may be permitted the following puq~ose
fall. "Substantial improvement" cooperative work in the areas of the student's file . Many letter.s reflect problems in admissions
have - never been written. The relating to class size.
\
means the receipt of at least three Law and Social Sciences.
Dean Headrick o6served that APPC adopted the ·policy of not
The APPC will consider many
satisfactory grades in the spring of
the first year. The unanimous progress in collaboration between permitting asterisks to show on more issues thrpughout the year.
consent of the Dean, Associate the law school and other academic grade reports until a letter is Students should contact their
student representatives 'if' they
Dean, and, if appropriate;' The 'unl'is Ii~ falterdar''sllorr'of'hopes 'p'lace<l in 'the stµcle'nt'sfili!.' ' ' ·
Chairperson of the Minority and expectations. The proposal
No action was taken on a have ideas and opinions they wish
Student Program Committee, is for a Center was a response to the proposal by Professor Atleson to expressed in the APPC.
t ,..,_
,.
.\
required
for
provisional
registration ·and the student must
still submit a timely petition for
Sch~~rtz on Sports
readmission if (s)he' wishes to
continue ' in "the ' spring··of ttie
by Michael Schwartz
keep their good players (Punch lmlach for example), '
second year.
It is time to .recogniz1f that the .single factor -Pollock is not satisfied. His success is the result of
• After the first year, any
essential to maintain success in team sports ·is a being unafraid to gamble by trading these good
116 Me. 399, 102A. 106 ~gtime Gqt,me Blu~. :
superb General Manager. · All too often · the players for top draft choices which can be converted
(a.k.a. Brackenbury v. HodJkin)
. ,· .,
recognition heaped upon winning teilms goes to only into the desired superior players. Examples of
the players and the manager. While those two gambles that have \Y<>rl<ed · are goalie ·•Michael
By Wayne Lopkin
components are important, their contributions to Larocque· (acquired when Montreal tradei:I Bryan
Note: the follow Ina was recited by thf ilUthor ilS ii case brief for ii Contrilcts
the creation of a winning tradition should not Watson to California for • a No. t · pick), top
class on November 7. Some facts have been altered under poetic llcense and
overshad?w the fact t_hat the key element to staying defenseman Larry R@!_nson (a second round pick
._od!ers (set out In the Teacher's Supplement) were not available (possibly
o~ top 1s a c~mpeteQ~ ,tron~ office. Recent sport r~ived Jr~m L.~. Jor Dick Duff) ,and goal scorer
d,lii111ln1 ~•• YI- of the case.
·
~•s~o~y h!l5 de~9.."sva1e<t tJ:i~t -~ - ijr:c;>~Y, p_l~~•.tSiav, Sh'l.ltt (drafted:by P.pilock' wlth the- King's No.
md1v1dual, when· given free reign by the owner, 1s the 1 choice acquired by trading Gerry Desjardins).
Old lady so nasty, old lady so·blue
on~ most .likely to push a club to the top ~!"d ~~ 1it ,
T~e importance of..a, Gene[al Manager should
Induced her girl to stay quite true,
there. _The., tw~ orpniz~1ions whif~.' mo.~t viy_idly
~ OV!f.lOC?l.(ed .( are y~u ii,~tening Ralph 'Wilson).
Said she in a letter loaded with charm :
.d~rno~stra~~ ·.th1s f~t are bas~etball ,s ~~~"'felt11'Cs '. ~ ·~ one .~rson:~.il!! GQntrol.of both the players
"Come live with me and have a farm
,and h?(=k(ly s Montreill Ca~ad1ens. ,~•le botl, tean;is , and, ,the -coach, the G.M. .must bear the ultimate
"name, address, telephone-listing, date and place of birth,
. have ~n.th~ough se~eral coacfiing changes and
r~~,~sib!IAy ' f~r ,
A 4eneral M~ager,
Up they went,
. .w_hole~le t~rnovers in player personn~I,. each club wilhng to make- the .hard ~ecisjons can make all the
From South to North,
'. lias' man~gei:l'to dominate its sport: There ·have '~ri ' difference
.✓ • • • · ' .
•
Only to find
y~rs
.
wtien
they
did
not
win
their
.respective
.
·
.·.
The old buzzard mired in froth, .
. . championships, but after : short ·rebuirding periods
· ,.,
-~ '• • • •
She ranted and raved; stormed and howled;
'
·'.
~eY
~ere
eac~
-~bl_
e
_
t
o
boun~
ba~k
stro,:i,
g
ly'
.
'
'
;
'
,,
:
.·: . ' ;
Kicked and screamed;.and then loudly ,JP'owled:
,.
,'';lot .s~~~nsmgly, th~ Ge~~~al ~al)•rs of b~th REMIND.ER- Sports humorists should suf>rnit their
"Out of here daughter so shoddy,
te,am~ , ·ar~. . . mast~rs . :'?f , ~~s_on~I , ~then!'!& comment~ on Sportsworld to the- Opinion·office as
You won't have my house .~ . ·<" , .
',', '1 '1,
m~!hodolbg1es cor_npletely _opP<?s,te to the ~>nes ~at, soom as p.;>ssible. If more participation is not
Not over my dead body !"
_their sports require. In ~sketball, where a single forthcoming, I wiU-hive to start to make the letters
To her son, eyes filled with i,eed,
plarer --~n .. be su~h I a". dc;termina.tive, factor, Red up myself.
.
She.tendered •a worthless, no good deed, ,.
. A~erbach·. has . chosen to use stopgap, n:iea,ures to
. :·
Out he went and out he soud,t •
' . plug whate~er' holes f1lay appear in ·t~e 'teiill) foi~~Ja' ,. .
A writ of this, a writ of that
he has designed. To solve problems, he has decided
And dragaed his sister into court,
to trade for a player whose special skills are needed
109(i ·OFF ON
"You.did this:and you did that!"
.
'
at
that
particular.
time.
Recent
examples
of
this·
.
LAW
STUDENT .
"Jo hell with you, she's just an old bat!!" , .
theory in pr~ctice are the trade·s which brou,..,t such
· . The -court agreed and said as a-fact,
,, ) I
·.' • • :
!l_~ SUMES
players·~s 'P.,ul Silas, Ch~rlie '.Sco,tt ~~ds,~nevwtc,!<s
The'letter she sent is a valid contract,
to Boston.
.
. . .
. •.
. I i tBM Comwser and typing available
"But they're aetting the farm .·
Sa'm Pollock of Montr~al' deals 'with a 'different'
· ·
·
They're getting it .free!" '
situation, since a ho'c~ey _player· is on ~the ice
H&H Quick Copy Cn,~r. J. .
"Sto~ crying you fool,
B "
'. rerativelv 'small portio'n. of the 'tlme.''A t1r.!g'e n~rriber :; I (' /, '3 34,.. il · .i A
, '' f' ,, , ,·~.. ' .·•1· • . JU ',, ,· .,,1d' ·,, . ,, . I ' · ·~· ,. . . , 'h '• , .•, .~ f>A ~'l . Vf1., . .u,ffalo,, N.~ , ,,,21s
And learn of equity!''
,\
I,..
0 SUP,erlOr p ayel'> fre fleeac to produce tonstant •
,
833 8~•}() .
f
.
•
The court decided; oh ,so metJY;
. vlctol'fes. He ' has detnq'n~\'rat~'d''tha't:,i ':hooke p 'fhe'''
•'I
,··r ;: J ' ' • • ' _·j' ·'••. ;' ".~
'
"We give the case to •Brackenbury." . '
I draft'is'~~ 'iiest ~d,oi:r 'th'.achi~i
Staole{Cti's,:
. ' l63P-JhoJdWJlY.. Buffalo, N.)'.,J42l 2.
(
Hodgkin squealed, Hodgkin squirmed
Each year ~ Hatis' are ··~ble to ' use th~ir farg'e ·,
·
,,, ,.
,S!J~- 15
. ~ But he's wt of luck - -,m i~~~ ,o.f choices to ~,t.o.ne·or two superior players
, Alsv S,wclalizinj in legal Briefs '
. (?r1 appeal, the court affirmed!
_ancl 1se,ver~ others wl'lcfare~SC?.ocf~noul(h to improve
·~ y team. While s,ome ~eneral Maaagers choose to

The Academic Policy and
Planning Committee began its
activity for the fall semester with
'a meeting on October 12; 1977.
This committee, headed by Dean
Headrick, is comprised of student
representatives and faculty
members. Its chief function is to
provide a forum · for the
engendering and discussion of
ideas relating to currfcular needs
and academic policies, and to
make recommendations to the
'llfaculty. ;rhe Dean and Barry
Boyer have some responsibility
for identifying areas needing to be
filled and proposing ways to fill
them. In this way the APPC: is tied
in with the appointment process
and the plans of current faculty.
.......
The students' role is to bring in
ideas of student concern, such as
particular courses they would like
to see being offered, students'
views on where the law school
should , be headed academically,
and ideas relating to academic
rules and procedures. There were
no student representatives at the
October meeting of the APPC
because they had not yet been
appointed by the SBA. Dean
Headrick expressed the hope that
s_tudents would soon join the
committee.
The first order of business of
the meeting was to consider
individual
pet1t1ons
for
readmission. These are reviewed
by
the
committee on a
,~ase-~y;-case ., b~si~. ~e:'(.t ,the
committee reviewed proposed
procedures for
establishing
academic eligibility. Boyer revised
recpmmendations developed by·
the APPC last year into a final
version during the summer of
1:'his. ~ersi~n . ~~s, accepJed
by the APPC at the October 12
meeting and will be presented to
the faculty for approval.
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by ~ol Gudner
she didn't doubt the importance been the target of resentment by
I was sitting nervously awaiting. of elocution, she questioned the some clerical workers who didn't
the start of the rrieeting. I struck encouragemc:nt
any conformity like having a woman for a boss.
up· a "small talk" conversation · to the male standard of a lower
I was surprised to hear the
with the only male present: I voice.
praise expressed for large firms.
know I was feeling awkward and • Blumberg went on to talk Two attorneys told the group that ·
guessed ' he must be feeling· that about her own ·experiences. they had envisioned a large firm as
way, too. As more women arrived Another UB graduate, she said being stuffy and politically
and the wine bega'n to flow, I that when she graduated from law conservative. Both had accepted,
started mingling. A good · crowd school she .fancied herself to be a summer jobs with large firms in
turned out in spite of a slight tax and corporations expert, as Buffalo, but had taken them with
mix-up about the location of the well as an expert on women's fears that they would end up in
meeting.
issues. She concluded, after a the library for ,tpe summer as
Soon, a call to order. The · discussion with a friend, that she glotified research assistants. Their
women attorneys were asked to - wasn't as informed on women's fears were dispelled; In addition
speak about their jobs and about issues as she had thought due to , to being rather lucrative, their
being_women in a male-dominated her conscious neglect of family jobs turned out to include a
profession. First to speak, was la\\'., She decided to take some variety of responsibilities. These
Judge Delores Denman of the courses in the area and became two attorneys encouraged women
Local attorney Sue Silber addr~ssing women at Career Nigt{t
New · Yo'rk
State Appellate committed to that field.
to look into firms in cities like
Philadelphia,
and
Division. Judge Denman, an
Blumberg also expressed a Buffalo,
alumna of the UB Law School, feeling of loneliness among her Cleveland, rathr than restricting
said she never really has to deal colleagues at the law school. She themselves toL New York City.
with sex discrimination in her said she isn't completely sure if Tfiey pointed out that the firms
· career. . She admitted that, on the loneliness is due to her sex or here in Buffalo do handle a wide
occasion,· she had run into due simply to the nature of. la~ range of cases and deal with all __
individuals who expressed their schools as institutions. She does kinds of clients. They, stressed
dislike for women attorneys. She suspect that this feeling of that they felt that they had been
by Sheryl Reich
did stress that being a woman was separation from other faculty accepted by their male partners
not the sole reason why she and members is a result of their and that working as a team was
On Monday evening, November 14, the Association of Women Judge Ann Mikol! were appointed treatment of her in reaction to her- important.
Three
women.. expressed
Law Students sponsored a Career Seminar: "Evening with Women to the Appellate Division by the sex. She feels that she has been
Attorneys," held in the Faculty Lounge. The event attracted a large Governor. She acknowledged that well-received by most of her opinions on the idea of career
number of women law students and about twenty attorneys from the her ~x .was one of the reasons she students, however.
options. Kathleen Carrick, a UB
Buffalo area.
·
was selected as a candidate, but
Other women attorneys talked Law librarian, said that she felt
The event was organized with the hope of exploring the wide she said ·she believed her about their jobs. One attorney she had a lot of flexibility in her
v.ariety of contexts within which women are using their legal training. competence and experience were encouraged women to look for job choices because she had an
There was a focus on the way in which being a woman has affected the
real , reasons.
for her jobs with the District Attorney's M.L.S. as well as a •J.D. Another
1
career training, choices; and practice. Also, seeing women who are appointment.
Office. Sh~ said that you can get wqman recommended the joint
doing good work and enjoying it is encouraging.
Listening to Judge Denman an opportunity to get into the degree program at UB for the
The attorneys represented solo practice· (Maureen Macready·, made me begin to feel optimistic coi.Ji'trooin ' ' almost · immediately career options which 0 i't provided.
Lillian Cowan), general practice with medium-sized firms (Sue Silb,er), about the
impact of sex and thal the District Attorney's The · third attorney cautioned
being
so
specialized practice with a large firm (Ann Williams, Gail Vance, Pam discrimination, especially when I Office needs women to be women , against
Htlilm~!l, , Jar;ie . Clements), .. lllgal services , , (Mfr!!r,r, Jah,J?1), ,. t~e Jou11d 0llt that .she has Qnly l;>een prosecutors.
.
"option-oriented''- as to have no
Corporation Counsel (Marge Aoderson), the' U.S. A'itorriey ' {Carol out of
school°
fi ye°ar:s. ,· ' Another laivyer who specialize~ career goals'· 'in niirid·.~ ' She
White), law teaching (Grace Blumberg), law librarianship (Kathy But' just as I began to feel- more in family law said that many reminded the audience that the
9rric~)!,an~jq!n~
~ deS!'ee.er~gran:1s (Rosmary yogt)_._
.
.,. satisfied that women were being female . clients want a woman to soc i.il iza tion
process
still
· ,,.Judge*crolores Denman ·or ~t )(p~ena'\:e Otvi!1on'\tlrled' o'W\tie . acceptld tn ►the legal,,.worlcl / ]udge repre~nt thel"l,l. ' They _w ant a enc«:iurages men, and no! women,
evening with_encoui-agtment•for all women to dQ wliatever''they do _!?enman - commented on . the ' lawye'r wh':i' "will'be'einpathetic;as .wtohavecareergoals.'·
. . . . ..
•,
~1 · · ·
·.
·
.
. · ·•
·
importance of having a good .~ell,~t~~P":.~l':.·,'
S~!l ~!~ fh~t .~~ . ,,,!, was, pJe~~~~ ;~Jt~.)vhaL WfS
,
well.
Lillian Cowan, by fa~ th~ sh~w st;.i\eG indicated.that he~ch~i~~f speaking voice, preferably in the flnal~y had to display her diploma, said at the career night, but I did
what, kind o.f practice to go into was limited l:ly her graduating from -lower · ranges. She likened the because some male clients would agree with the observations of the
law school in 1929. "The only work around _was bankruptcy and. quality of the model voice to the Question her at first to find out if other women with whom I spoke.
. ,
"soothing mid-western media" Jhe· ·really 'was' ·an attorney. She They ' felt that a rosy picutre-qf
collections, and there wasn't much to collect either."
Ending . on a cautious note·,Ms. Mac Ready re'!linded women that variety.
also said th'~t fiin;iily law, while non-discrimination ' had
been
Professor Grace Blumberg, a particulary emotion-S,acked field, painted and wondered about the ~
they are frequently encouraged by circumstances io w.ork against eact, ·
other..rath~r than with and for each other. The general enthusiasm and Law School Faculty mem~r, :Was also legally challenging ·and quantity and quality of jobs that
good feelings obviously present throughout the; ev~ning, perhaps, expressed my, 9wn immedia~e 'rewarding.
these lawyers didn't get because
suggests that that need not always be so. ,
reaction when she said that while • .An • attQ,rney from
Legal they were women. They al59
·Services praised •the feeling of wondered if these women were
1
•
'
.~
fOmraderie she got from other the successful exceptions _to th~
~ttorneys. She said that she had norm. My own anxieties dieh'a rd.
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by Dwight Wells

'i.Yrits dea(wlth ' release ''dates and parole of the juc:lges fare, in short, so far depend upon the particular needs of the
In recent_ weeks, Juctge Sirica reduced . ooardi ac;tlqrs.. Such' ,wdt~ are usually not ' unconfined .that,:· excep.t for frequendy public, the victim and the offender.
the sentences for 1Erlichman, Haldeman and· decided vb'ry R4ickJy.'and 'men are actually monstrous , maxiri'IIVT'I limits, ~they are
The inmates maintain , that it 1s
Mitchell. This · very visible example qf : released ' be{6fe
juefge gets around ' to effectively· subject to', now la,w , at all. retribution and punishment that provide
judicial discretion in sentencing raises some' .attln~ on.th~m: · : · .
'
,
. . Everyone
tie least training in law the impetus to maintain and operate the
questions worthy of examination.
'
•"'ieui if yciu ' h'a ppen to have a position of would ~ pr'o'mp~ to denou_nce a statute penal system in the U.S. They see little
.
How does a decision such as that made
an4/or we~lth, now orJn the past,' a that merely ~id tj,e penalty for all crimes connection between how people are
by Judge Sirica affect those persons letter to', the' sentencing .judge can · bring 'sha,I ' ~ ~ny '. term the . judge sees flt to sentenced and where they are sentenced to
presently serving sentences in maximum about almost instant '.results. In a 1974 impose'."
,. }
•. . ·
go, and the goal of justice that such
security institutions? In an effort to get an articl~. in !~ Wash/nffon Post, Miller . . In thi co~t~xt,of the discussioll, ,this is · sentencing is supposed to attain.
answer, · I discussed ' the question with wrote: "The '1aterga~~f~lated . cases a,n d exacdy the . '!NaY: these men view the
In concluding our discussion, one of the
twenty. inmates at the Attica .Correctional · the Agnew case have,r~ised,q~_e.~t.i ?ns a~t ,operat_ion
se1tencing under existing men suggested that "we are the safety val~
FaciUty. These inmates, who are servihg the class consciousness in our system of s·tatutes. Their :· complaint not only for society. It is necessary to · hold -up as
time for crimes ranging from possession of justice, a sy.stem in which the white collar addresses the initial sentence, but also the examples a small group of people who have
stolen property to murcter, have t,een criminal '"generally gets the ,break 'and the release fr~m ' pr~n. They are openly failed to meet the expect.ations'•considere~
1
· •J • ·• , hostil~ io
fle~ibility and arbitrariness Important by that society."
. 1
sentenced for periods fro,n 3½ to 2S years. ~common.; _c,r.99,k ~!~ th~ 1book.' •.
At the beginning of the discussion, most
• The in!"ites are quick to point out 't haf of the parole· board. They cite conflicts .
Some would say that this is deterre~
of the participants were confused and they are· the real victims of this between the penal ,code and the corrections - but is it? This-group unanimously said
angered · by Slrica's dej;lsion. One lninate di,c;riminatory class system.
law which, deny men a definite release'date. no. From their vie!fpoint, 1 the" system is
stated that "the potential injury to society
.Senteni:1,-ig_ ,is· the ·.cri.tical connection There . is a ,high level of tension and · incapable of using any objective such as
,
.
·resulting from the crimes coo,l'(litted by between ' the c~imin1I law and the penal .f~stration suri'ouftding the parole process, ,deterrence as an operatio~I standard.
these men was far greater than that fr.o m syitem. Most judges 'sihiultaneously view with its uncertai~ties-.-id irrationalities. I ' This . group is not advocating the ~ • ,.
any crime committed by m~ _sel'Ving ~rne·.- ~i,tencing as, ttie;r greatest c~allen,e and ,:his ,Pr:ocess tendf to dominate the minds elimination of prejudice from the ; :..~- ..
in Attica... , \ ,; , , : • , , , • .··, •,' :.. th♦ir greatest' source 1 of frustration. ,They and hearts.of the prisoners.
·
· ·$0ntenclng process. They recognize that
One Issue that came up ·agai~~nd-a~fl:I :
that , a .,-oiin1 per,~eritalf ·p,f ~heir
. ~ .~ptuat framework of penology jud~es are human beings and the!'ffore
-.:as acc:esslblllty. lr\,mates. at ·maxlmUffl '· ·wo/kload}s ~jn1cJev~~~ ~~ thue59l~ti6n, ,con~~~po ~ tf\e subject of debate. ~e ~bJ~! to the same laak of control and
security Institutions have to fight to pin of, complaints frorri conv1i::ted offend~rs (our C4;>mert of the debate remain d1sc1phne that we all are. But they feel that
access tQ -the 'col.lrts or, fur that ·matt,r;to I cohcemln1 their se'n~n~s. the~~ditions incapacit.a~on• .,.,abilitatlon, retribution ~ -sente.ncl.n a process as a part of the
any other part of the criminal justice of! their 1'conflnement, and ·the procedures and deterrence..The effect of any or all of ~rimlnal justice system ~ and should be
. system. They are forced to file writs' .In by which' their lives are governed.
-these objectives 011 the sentencing process improved to Insure a minimal sta~dard of
cpunty courts where there is open hostility
In his book, Criminal
_Is ,d ifficult to detect. The judicial response
for · those who must survive the
to tf?em .and to their causes. Mlf!Y of these ' Frankel stated that "the sentencln~-~~s on · • , liven,. ~ o n will In larp part consequences of.that process.
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Continuing Orientation Evaluated
by Nancy Peck

-Faculty should come to Orientation parties.

_ In an effort to evaluate the two-day orientation
program and to provide guidance to the Continuing
Orientation Committee for future planning, a
questionnaire was distributed to two sec_tions of the
first· year class. (The ·other section was supposed to
recieve them but due to a misunderstanding with the
, faculty member who was to distribute them, they
were never handed out.) Sixty-nine questionnaires
were filled out and returned. Since the
questionnai~s; could hardly be described as scientific
survey · instruments, they are of marginal value but
some complaints and suggestions were. repeated
often enough to provide some insight. The
committee will continue to seek information and
suggestions for next year.
Changes suggested in the two-day Orientation
were:

"'In aid of fair play, it should be pointed out that .
this was the first time the section faculties had been
asked to have such meetings and they were not well
prepared by the Committee.
Suggestions for the l?_a1ance of the term were: ·
-Pre-examination discussion groups
·
··
,-Meeting~ wi~h recent- g~ads and upperclassp_ersons on
the application of various courses ·to future work
areas
·
.
· .
-Small group meetings around special areas o~ the la!"
In general, there seemed to ~ the feeling ~at one day would have been enough; that some things
could have waited until later in the term after
everyone was settled and not feeling totally conf,used
(eg. organization meetings); that there was
inadequate contact with upperclasspersohs and
faculty, and "that there should have beer{ more small group question and answer se-ssions. Man~ people
who attended the meeting for people out of school
for ten ·years or more indicated that the whole class
could have ·beriefited from that session.
.
To the person who complained ' about being
allowed only one beer at the party Tuesday riight, I
wonder if we attended the same party, since there
was no limit that I know about. And to the person
who wrote the entire questionnaire in perfect mirror
image, praising Al Katz's opening performance and
requesting an increase in Al's props budget for next
year - the_Commhtee salutes you. For the truth,
even when it's backwards, shall make you laugh.

-Better library tour
-Section faculty should be better prepared at
first meeting*. Explain what . they expect during
the year. Explain briefing techniques and legal
vocabulary.
,
-Tour of whole campus.

.
-More information mailed out over the summer
University services - especially financial aid
When services activate. Housing.

New Law to Curb Coll,ection Abuses
of action can only be brought in a judicial district
where the consumer resides or where the debt was
In September of this _year Coniress enacted a
illeurred. S811 (a)(2)(A),(B).
law to curb abusive, deceptive and unfair collection
methods used by debt collectors. The new law, What the debt.collector is prohibited from dol~
entitled the "Fair Debt Collection Practices Act,"
The collector cannot employ coercive means to
(P.L. 95-109, 91 .Stat. 814), amends the Consumer induce payment. Thus, a collector is precluded from
Credit Protection Act (15 U.S.C. SS1609 eLseq:) by the use or threai of violence or the publication of a
list of persons alleged _to be deadbeats. SS806(1),
adding,"Title VIII: Debt Collection Practices."
The adopted bill resulted from consideration of 806(3). Similarly, erroneously representing to the
four separate proposed bills from both houses of consumer that the collector is affiliated with the
Conirilss. The Senate Banking, Housing and Urban IJ)Vernment is a violation of the law . .S807(1 ).
Affairs Committee, chaired by William Proxmire,
Other methods commonly used by collectors are
noted in its committee report that 13 states had no expressly forbidden. For example, the collection of.
regulation of any kil'ld on the 51.1bject of d!lbt amount$, greater than the amount of the "debt is a
collection. The report added that antither 11 states violation. S808(1 ). Another prohibited practice is
" ... have laws which in the committee's opinion the encouragement to debtors to pay with
provide little or no effective protection. Thus, 80 post-dated checks; which - are often used later . to
million Americans, nearly 40 percent of our threaten · arrest
on
"bad check" charges.
population, have no meaningful protection from S808_(2),(3),(4).
debt
collection
abuse."
1977 U.S. Code
Coniv.essional & Administrative News 2967,2969.
Penalties and enforcement of the law
The Fedetaf Trade Commission is empowered
The types of practices to which the statute is
directed include prohibitions on the use of obscene under the Act to enforce all provisions of the
language, misrepresentation of a consumer's legal statute. Suits can be brought in any federal district
rights, harassing telephone calls and the disclosing of court or competent state courts to enforce the law.
a consumer's personal business _to friends, neighbors Penalties , imposed agairist effending collectors can
or employers.
include both actual damages sustained by the
The text of the bill (reprinted in 46 LW 13) consumer as well as punitive damages up to $1,000,
il'}dicates that the new law applies only- to debt which amounts are awarded to the consumer.
collectors. The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act S813(a-J(1),(2)(A).
thus defines "debt collector" to be anyone " ...
who uses any instrumentality of interstate commerce Analysis
or the mails -in any business the principal purpose of
. Th_is staiute. represents a much-~eded piece of
which is the collection of any debts." S803(6). The legislation to· strike a -balance i:nore in favor of_ me
bill specifically ~xcludes employees of the creditor consu".1er/debtor.. ~e pas~ h1stor~ of eggreg~~s
or attorneys for the creditor from the ambit of Title- collection abuses 1s simply indefensible. Thus, 1t 1s
VI II of the statute. S803(6)(A), S803(6)(F) .
· appropriate that Congress finally enacted a law to
apply broadly to an area of such importance that has
What the debt collector can do
largely•been· ip,ored by state legislatures.
The new bill allows collectors to obtain accurate
· This bill does not suggest; and indeed we do not
information as to the debtors' actual address and contend, that the debtor should be permitted to
phone number as well as place of employment. evade repayment of legitimate debts. 'Rather, the
SS803(7), 804(1). At a later time than the purpose of the bill is to insure that the collection
acquisition of the so-called "location information" methods employed are orderly ahd reasonable and
of the debtor, the collector can (and must within 5 not intimidatory orpredatory.
, days) communicate in writing. to the debtor the
The actual" effectiveness of the statut.e ,remains
amount of the debt and the name of the person or to be · determined in the forum of the courts.
corporation to whom the money is owed, as well as However, se~al concerns-remain. Because of sloppy
an explanation of what the m~ey is owed for. legislative dr~f.tin& some . provisions are decidedly
...... SSOIIJ(a)(l ), (2); (3).
,'
vague. In puticular, S811 provides appropriate
If, after notification is provided 1o the debtor in w,nue for the creditor or collector to · sue in any
writin& the debtor notifies the collector in writing district "in which such consumer signed the contract.
that any part of ·the alleged debt is disputed, then sued upon." Does that mean that a tourist disputing
the_ collector must cease collection efforts until the amount of a credit car~ billing for a fllaht from
verification of the Indebtedness or a copy of a Honolulu to Adanta ~Id 6e sue~ In Hawaii?
judaement on the debt is obtained. If, even after Perhaps not; Indeed, we hope not.
This new law may well occ;upy a respected place
' documentation of the amount owed, the consumer
still refuses to pay, then the collector may notify the with similar lealslatlon designed to afford equal
. debtor that either the collector or creditor may credit opportunity reprdless of the sex of the
pursue normal legal remedies to collect the debt. applicant and other enactments 'which preva,t credit
S80S(c)(2).
billing and reportlns abuses. The ncled Is d~r and
. .:.
In tM event that the creditor or collector brlnas the mtute Is well-:lnt,ncle4: we hope It fulfills its
suit to c:ollect the amount owed, then such a
11Urpose.
. ·

by Mike Buskus
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- Rich S.dor

U~'s Bubbl, lx;Jrst by 'flrst snowfall of the semester:

· se'1·Grant··_ Paper·Given
At Mariculture _Symposium

Southhampton College was the
scene October 22, 1977, of .a
Symposium entitled -Mariculture
in New York State. f»resenting a
paper at the event was Gary
Newton, a third year student at
SUNY at Buffalo Law School. His
topic
_w as
"Some
Legal
Cohsiderations s Relating to New
York Mariculture." Newton was
askecf to make the presentation in
the place of Professor · Robert#
Reis, who was unable to attend
the sympos.um.
·-Sponsors of the symposi1,1m
were
various
environmental
group_s inch,1ding the New York
St ate · Department
o"f
Environmental Conservation, the·
New York Sea Grant Advisory
Service, the New York Ocean
Science Laboratory, the Marine
Science Research Center at Stony
Brook, . the
Nassau-Suffolk
Regional Planning Board, and
Southhampton
College.
The
symposium exa01ined marlcultural
activities· in New York at the
present time, potential for the
future, and current .issues.
Mariculture is the utilization of
coastal waters of the ocean for
cultivation. Examples are shellfish
.· cultivation, fish hatcheries, and
the like: The paper presented by

Newton described the scarcity of
federal legislation encouraging or
even· permitting
commercial
mariculture. ·He
cited
the
Submerged Lands Act of 1953 by
which Congress relinquished much
of its· authority over the sea near
the ·coasts of the United States to
the coastal states.
Stat.e
I aws
governing
maricuzture "tend to emphasize
me production of shellfish,"
stated Newton in his · paper. He
concluded that New York's laws
adequately provide . for shellfish
but fall to provide for the
"ranching" of marine fin · fish.
Finally, Newton recommel@ed
conditions which ought to be
induded in any legislaiion to
develop fin fish maric~ltuie.
Gary Newton is one· of three
law . students who. received
graduate assistantships given by
Sea Grant during the school year.
The other two graduate as~istants
are David Asher and Alan Klein.
These students assist professors
Kaplan and R~is in the Sea Grant
Program, help the Sea Grant Law
Fellows write articles for Sea
Grant LOYc Joumal, · do some
research, and they will run two
conferences in the spring.

New Library Hours Set ·
Beginning Monday, Dec: 5, the Law Library will extend its hours
for the Fall exam period.
· From Dec. 5 to Thursday, Dec. 22, the lib.r ary's hours will be:
8:00 a.m . to 12:00 p.m; on Monday thru Friday; 9:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m. on .Saturdays; and 12:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on -Sundays.
Also during the exain__period, the library will assign the library
study carrels to law students on a first come, first served basis.
Students will be able to sign up at the reference desk each morning at
8:00 a.m.; reserving the carrel fqr, that day·. Students must show their
I.D. cards when they sign up.
The audio-visual · and document departments will maintain their '
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. schedule. ·
•

LATKO-

-prif".\tlng & copy centers .•

-resumes
--fliers & posters
-brochures
We specialize in·printing
multl..page briefs.
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(near. Winapear;
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214
836-0101/0100

Serving LIW School .
1676 Niagara Falls Blvd.
(near Rldll Lea)
Tonawanda, N.Y. 14160
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